Let t->V t for ^0 be a strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup of isometries on a Hubert space H. The easiest example of such a semigroup which is not unitary is given by considering the Hubert space H = L 2 (0, <*>) consisting of those Lebesgue square-integrable functions on (-<», °°) which are supported on (0, «>). On H, we consider the (nonunitary) isometries
(ÎV)(*)« ƒ(*-*).
Recently, the C*-algebra (Jfc(7VJ^0) generated by the semigroup t->T t has been studied in detail [2] , [3] , [4] ,
In this note, we show that for any strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup of isometries t-±V t with V to not unitary for some k, d(VtW^O) is ^-isomorphic with <jt(7Y.£à0). The proof is modelled after the corresponding result for C*-algebras generated by a single isometry [l].
The main fact that we use is a generalization due to Cooper [6, p. 142 
The multiplicity a is a unitary invariant which can be read off from the infinitesimal generator of t-»F* [6, p. 142 It follows that it will be enough to show that
Now noting that t-*Ut is a strongly continuous semigroup for J^O, we see that U t commutes with Z7* and t-*U% can be extended to a unitary representation of R by defining £/_* = Uf for £^0. The desired inequality is obtained by observing that for some selfadjoint (not necessarily bounded) A on H,
where [6, p. 134] . Hence, using the fact that for ||/|| = 1
ƒ and g are in H, A is the infinitesimal generator for t-> U tf E(x) is the spectral family for A, and <r(A) is the spectrum of A (cr(A) CR)
we see that for 11/ 11 = 1
and the desired inequality follows. 
THEOREM B. The strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup of isometries t-^M 1 } described above is purely nonunitary and the multiplicity a(p) is determined as follows: a(p) =nif the support of ix consists of exactly n points, a(fi)
=
